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Civil Society on the Move in Amsterdam:
Mosque Organizations in the Slotervaart District
EDIEN BARTELS AND INGE DE JONG
Abstract
Mosques in the Netherlands, in addition to being places for religious gatherings and
experience, are increasingly also becoming places where social activities are orga-
nized. The same development is observed in the rest of Europe. This phenomenon
is examined in this article through a survey of four mosques and affiliated foun-
dations in the civil society of the city district of Slotervaart in Amsterdam. The
main questions addressed are: can these organizations be seen as voluntary associ-
ations that are a part of civil society? Are Muslims fulfilling their responsibility by
voluntarily working for the benefit of the Muslim community through associations?
After discussing the concept of civil society, and the relation between civil society and
religion, the results of the research will be presented. It is a contested area in which
these organizations find themselves, as is the dynamic character of civil society. Of
central significance is the recognition of the responsibility that the board members
and volunteers have in helping to solve the problems confronted by their community
in Dutch society.
Introduction
Immigrant organizations, especially mosques and Muslim organizations, have been
receiving considerable attention in the Netherlands, both as a part of public debate
and in social science studies. This attention is, in part, due to events both inside and
outside the country in which Muslims have been involved, such as the murder of film-
maker Theo van Gogh by a 26-year-old Dutchman of Moroccan origin; the attacks in
New York, Madrid and London; as well as the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Academics
play an important role in this public debate because they have, to some degree, influ-
enced the discourse on Islam and mosques in Europe by publishing studies, providing
policy recommendations, participating in meetings of experts and commenting on pol-
itical proposals.1 The question that recurs each time in these discussions is whether
immigrants with a Muslim background are willing and able to be a part of Western
society. The discussions about mosques and Muslim organizations are primarily
focused on their role and operation in Western societies. The impression sometimes
given of mosques is that they are places where an anti-Western outlook is propagated,
that they are a breeding ground for terrorists.2 The construction of a “modern, contem-
porary building” would demonstrate that Muslims want to be a part of society. For this
reason, research conducted in the social sciences has given considerable attention to
making an inventory of immigrant organizations,3 identifying the factors that influence
the establishment and continuity of immigrant organizations and ascertaining the
effect immigrant organizations have on social integration and participation in society.4
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Muslims in the Netherlands are a heterogeneous group with ethnic, religious and
political differences.5 They have organized themselves in institutions such as
mosques, Muslim foundations and socio-cultural foundations. There have also
established 45 primary schools, two secondary schools and two universities,6 organ-
izations for the performance of (male) circumcisions, organizations for Muslim fun-
erals/burials,7 Muslim butchers, and radio and television stations. Mosque
organizations are the most important component in the institutionalisation of
Islam in the Netherlands. There are over 400 registered mosques in the country.8
Many of these mosques have set up mosque-affiliated foundations which target a par-
ticular group (men, women, young people) or that handle the organization of non-
religious activities.
These mosque organizations and the affiliated foundations are the focus of this article.
A starting point which is different from the one used in past research is the focus on civil
society. The question is: can these organizations be seen as voluntary associations that are
a part of civil society? Are Muslims fulfilling their social responsibility by voluntarily
working for the benefit of the Muslim community through these associations? To
answer these questions, qualitative research was conducted in the Amsterdam city dis-
trict of Slotervaart between October 2005 and March 2006 that focused on four
Muslim places of prayer and their affiliated foundations.9 A survey was conducted of
what activities were being organized, what developments were underway, and what
view the boards of the foundations and mosque councils held with respect to citizenship
and the function of places of worship in Dutch society. The results of this study show that
council and board members and volunteers in Amsterdam Slotervaart feel responsible
for, and a part of, Dutch society and are doing their best to get the constituency of the
mosques socially involved.
Before discussing these results further, we will explain how the concept of civil society
can be understood. Although this concept is the subject of considerable discussion, there
is agreement about the conditions with which civil society is associated in the Western
world and what it is based on: the Enlightenment and modernism—which championed
individualism and democratic institutions.10 This immediately raises questions because a
debate is going on about Islam and the Enlightenment11 and questions are posed about
the incompatibility of Islam with democracy. Besides, in public opinion and by policy
makers, immigrants from non-Western Muslim countries are characterized as group-
oriented instead of being committed to individualism. But research into mosque organ-
izations and affiliated institutions in Dutch society should not be analysed from the
perspective of civil society and Islam in Muslim society.12 Mosques and affiliated insti-
tutions in the Netherlands develop in a different way from mosques in the countries of
origin. Especially the development and expansion of social activities, by mosques or by
means of affiliated institutions, seems characteristic of Europe. Therefore the focus in
this article is concerned with civil society and religion. Studies into the relationship
between civil society and “Islamic” immigrant organizations have already been called
for13 and are logical because “The language of civil society—although often sociologi-
cally underdeveloped—has been the predominant way in which claims to personhood
and self-determination have been grounded in appeals to social integration.”14 So it is
important to focus on the dynamics of civil society, especially in relation to religion.
After discussing the concepts of civil society and citizenship in relation to each other,
the results of the research will be presented by a description of the institutions, their
activities, the developments in the organizations, and the discussion about Muslims
concerning the societal and religious functions of mosques.
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Civil Society
Calhoun characterizes civil society as: a civil sphere in which people can organize their
daily lives without the intervention of the state.15 In addition to this description, there
are more idealistic characterizations, such as: the sphere within which citizens take
responsibility in voluntary associations in order to make a difference in society at
large. This pertains to activities which are performed with and for others which are
not directly aimed at achieving a material quid pro quo or focused on operation and man-
agement in the private arena.16 The activities therefore are voluntary. The sphere of civil
society has become more important due to the receding involvement of government,
prompting citizens, private organizations, private funds, churches and the business com-
munity to take responsibility for the common good.17 Positive qualities are almost always
attributed to civil society. It is often used as an answer to crises in societies.18 It is there-
fore a normative concept. Dekker19 calls civil society something beautiful and worth
striving for, but at the same time he thinks that civil society points to organizations
and associations; it is therefore also an empirical concept.
Civil society is more or less independent of the worlds of the market and government
and of the private sphere, yet not entirely since there are overlapping areas. One of these
overlapping areas is religion. Discussions are also underway on whether religious organ-
izations could be a part of the civil society20 or is religion appropriate only to the private
sphere. How the boundaries of civil society are marked out in relationship to the market,
government and the private sphere depends on the history of the country and interests
from the personal discipline.21
For other reasons, too, civil society has seldom been linked to religion.22 A simple form
of the secularization thesis—namely that the importance of religion is declining in the
modern world—is taken for granted by both academics and others.23 From this perspec-
tive, religion is not considered to be fundamentally important (anymore) for modern
societies, including the civil society.24 According to the mainstream of sociological
thought, civil society is constructed according to a purely secular logic. This perspective
includes the view that religious organizations that devote themselves to promoting the
common good are difficult to place within civil society. We can also see this in the discus-
sion on immigrant organizations. They are increasingly placed within civil society, yet
this seems to be difficult for religious immigrant organizations, especially “Islamic”
organizations.
In practice, a large number of Muslims in the West, and particularly in the Nether-
lands, are religious. Moroccans and Turks in the Netherlands are for now not susceptible
to secularization.25 Besides, religion is often a central focus of an immigrant’s identity.
Religious organizations function as a centre for social gatherings, parties, as a place
where the redefinition of language and customs takes place, and where people can go
for support in regard to practical matters such as finding work or a place to live, training
courses and administrative matters. Religion in the immigrant country is also often a
more significant point of reference for the identity of immigrants than it was in the
countries of origin.26 For volunteers working for mosques and Islamic organizations
who devote themselves to setting up humanitarian activities, Islam serves as an important
source of inspiration.27 This involvement especially requires making a connection
between religion and civil society. Van Harskamp28 identifies five ways to establish this
link. The third way he identifies comes the closest to the empirical experience of immi-
grants in Western societies: religion seems to be a source of social capital.29 This is not to
say that civil society in the Netherlands as a whole is characterized by religion as a source
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of social capital, but this is the case for a part of the society that is civil society.
Van Harskamp establishes the relationship between civil society and religion as a
source of social capital via the study of Christian versions of religion and religious organ-
izations inWestern societies. In this article, following the lead of Herbert,30 mosques and
foundations affiliated with mosques are considered to be social organizations that can be
a source of social capital and are therefore placed within civil society. Then the question
is: is there a positive relation between mosques and affiliated organizations on one side
and social capital or the development of the social capital of the Muslim mosque
community (the board and their constituency) on the other side?
But if social capital is the key to making the connection between the religious organ-
ization and civil society, this concept needs to be explained. Van Harskamp31 defines
social capital as “the ability to take action that is received or obtained with help of
other people and for the benefit of other people.” It is in associations and organizations
that people “make connections” with each other. These ties, or social capital, can be both
“bonding” and “bridging.” Civil society can have a bonding function whereby the capital
is created within one group, is directed inwardly and supports an exclusive identity, or it
can have a bridging function in which the capital brings different groups into contact with
each other.32 Both forms of social capital can be both desirable and undesirable socially.
In a pluralistic society, the “bridging” form of social capital is the most important form.33
A subcategory of “bridging” social capital is what Van Harskamp34 calls “linking,” which
is acting on behalf of or in collaboration with people or organizations which operate in
another capacity, such as when a mosque collaborates with the government. In this
study into mosques and affiliated foundations, this view of immigrant organizations
plays a key role within civil society in the search for bridging and bonding functions.
Both functions cannot be separated, but rather work together. However, in reality this
combination can create conflicts too.
Citizenship
Just like the concept of civil society, citizenship is a concept that has become increasingly
popular in the last 15 years among politicians and policy makers, social scientists and pol-
itical philosophers. Because of the popularity of the concept, the definition given to it is
rather broad and vague. It is used, on the one hand, as a concept in the social sciences to
describe empirical reality and, on the other, as a normative concept to express a desired
social reality. Penninx and Slijper35 make a distinction between the two definitions of citi-
zenship. “Citizenship as a status” pertains to the rights and obligations that the citizen
has in relation to the state; the legal status of a person as a member of a political commu-
nity. “Citizenship as a virtue” refers to a particular behaviour or disposition of a person, a
citizen that behaves in a certain way and who possesses particular qualities;36 it primarily
pertains to the relationship between citizen and state. Citizenship as a status is an actual
disposition, while citizenship as a virtue can vary with the views of the person concerned
with respect to citizenship. Within the civil society citizenship best fits as a virtue because
within civil society the focus is on citizens taking responsibility and devoting themselves
as a single organized group to promoting the common good.
The vision of mosque councils and the boards of mosque-affiliated foundations with
respect to their role in Dutch society is tied to their view of citizenship. Concerning immi-
grants, citizenship is linked to integration.37 So the question in relation to citizenship is:
what do the boards of the mosque-affiliated foundations understand integration to mean
and how are they trying to give shape to this within their organizations? At the policy level
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of local governments and city districts, citizenship as a virtue with respect to immigrant
organizations can be approached in two ways. On the one hand, it can be approached
from the perspective of what the role of immigrant organizations could be, that is to
say, what resources and opportunities do these organizations have (the empirical ques-
tion). On the other hand, it can be from the perspective of what the role of our own
organizations should be and what the government or society thinks they should do
and how they should develop (the normative question).38 This research reveals what
view the city district has of immigrant organizations and what role the mosque organiz-
ations see for themselves in Dutch society.
Mosques and Affiliated Organizations
Immigrants establish organizations for different reasons. Mosques are established to
meet the need for religious expression. As a part of this effort, mosques play a role in
the creation, expression and preservation of a collective religious identity. The establish-
ment of organizations is influenced, among other things, by the immigration process, the
structure of opportunities in the adopted society and the characteristics of the immigrant
community.39 It also refers to the developments in the country of origin and the image
formed of the immigrant group in the media in the country in which they settle. Once
these organizations have been established, they come under the influence of local,
national and international developments.
In the Netherlands, there are 436 registered and active mosques and Islamic places of
worship. More than half of them, 225, are managed by Turkish organizations, 139 by
Moroccans and 47 by Surinamese and Pakistanis. The rest are managed by Somalis,
Indonesians, etc.40 The number of mosque-affiliated foundations is unknown. The
affiliated foundations are often established from a practical viewpoint. Mosque councils
can then entirely focus on the practical side of the mosque organization which includes
membership records and mosque maintenance. Through the affiliated foundations,
young people, men and women can organize activities independently of one another.
And these foundations can often apply for subsidies from local governments as well as
for funds, unlike mosques.
A number of exploratory studies have been conducted into the social activities of, and
the volunteer work within, mosque organizations.41 They reveal that, increasingly,
mosques in the Netherlands are, in addition to being places for religious gatherings
and experience, also places where social activities are organized. These social activities
consist of educational activities, socio-cultural activities, activities that promote partici-
pation in society, inter-religious activities and recreational activities.42 In the rest of
Europe, the same development is observed; mosques are increasingly organizing social
and cultural activities. Although the daily attendance at the mosque is not extremely
high, with the exception of Friday prayers and religious feasts, the mosques form a
central point in the public visibility of Islam and are the centres of community life for
Muslims.43 An exploratory study in Amsterdam into the social role of mosques shows
that mosques in Amsterdam are active in the area of welfare and in increasing the self-
reliance of the Muslim community. Activities that promote participation in society are
also increasingly being launched.44
Activities in the area of integration are often not the result of an initiative of the
mosques but come from outside. The researchers say that this is due to an unfamiliarity
with the political relationships in the Netherlands, the cautious attitude of the mosque
councils and the view of mosque councils that activities aimed at strengthening their
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own identity contribute to social participation and integration; bonding is seen as a
condition for bridging. Thus mosques focus more on bonding and see bonding as an
activity of integration.45
Muslim Organizations in the Slotervaart District
Slotervaart is a city district in Amsterdam West with an approximate population of
44,000. In recent years, it has been given considerable attention in the press due to a
number of events. In 1998, “clashes” broke out between Moroccan young people and
the police.46 Mohammed B., the assassin of filmmaker Theo van Gogh, grew up in
this district. His father regularly attends one of the mosques included in this study, i.e.
El Oumma Islamia. In 2005, the book Onzichtbare ouders. De buurt van Mohammed B.
(Invisible Parents. The Neighbourhood of Mohammed B.), written by journalist
Margalith Kleijwegt, was published. This book caused considerable consternation due
to the picture it sketches of the district’s residents. For instance, migrant parents were
blamed for a lack of involvement with the performance of their children at school.47
In 2002, the number of residents in the district with a Muslim background was nearly
11,000.48 Of these residents, 7.5% have a Turkish ethnic background. Approximately
13.9% are Moroccans. These percentages are higher than the average for Amsterdam
as a whole.49 Several of the residents with a Turkish or Moroccan ethnic background
have organized themselves along religious lines within four Muslim places of worship
and the affiliated foundations.
El Oumma Islamia Mosque and the Islamic Socio-Cultural Centre
El Oumma Islamia is a Moroccan mosque organization that, since 1992, has been
located in the Postjesweg area. The mosque is affiliated with the umbrella organization
UMMAO, the Union of Moroccan Mosques in Amsterdam and its metropolitan area.
The mosque has 670 members who make financial contributions. The mosque council
consists of four men from the first generation of immigrants. On Fridays approximately
600 men and 250 women attend prayers. On a regular weekday there are approximately
60 men and three women in attendance. Most of the people who attend the mosque have
a Moroccan background. Surinamese, Turks, Pakistanis and people from different parts
of Africa also attend but they are a minority.
The activities are managed by the mosque-affiliated foundation, the Islamic Socio-
Cultural Centre (ISCC). This foundation was established in 2001. The current board
of the ISCC consists of seven men from the first generation immigrant community.
Primarily Moroccans take part in the activities. The sports activities are held in a com-
munity centre and at a public primary school. The foundation receives a subsidy from
the city district of Slotervaart for the Dutch language lessons, homework assistance,
sports for women, and sports and play for children. The volunteers who give lessons
in sewing, sports, Arabic and Qur’an are people with a Moroccan background. The
Dutch language lessons are given by volunteers with a Dutch background.
The Sounat Mosque and El Noer Foundation
The Sounat Mosque was established 25 years ago and serves the residents in the city dis-
trict of Slotervaart with a Turkish ethnic background. For the past 15 years the mosque
has been located in the Jan Evertsenstraat area. It has approximately 100 members. The
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mosque is not affiliated with an umbrella organization. The El Noer foundation and El
Mohammedia foundation are affiliated with the Sounat Mosque. These foundations were
established in 1995. El Noer represents women and El Mohammedia50 represents men.
The board of El Noer is made up of six women. In addition to the foundation’s board,
there are three volunteers that organize activities andmaintain contact with the women in
the district. The volunteers are from the “first and a half” generation (they were born in
the land of origin andmoved to theNetherlands at a young age) and from the second gen-
eration of immigrants. Volunteers for the board and for the organization of activities are
recruited fromwithin theMuslim community. Volunteers for theDutch language lessons,
homework assistance and language support are recruited via the Amsterdam volunteers
centre. The activities are funded by donations received from theMuslim community, per-
sonal contributions and subsidies from the city district of Slotervaart. The activities that
the women organize take place in a community centre, with the exception of the religious
andQur’an lessons on Fridays and during theweekends, which are held in the prayer area.
The Harmonieus Samenleven Foundation and the Quba Mosque
The Harmonieus Samenleven (Harmonious Coexistence) foundation is a Moroccan
organization that was established in 1999 without affiliating with an official mosque.
Harmonieus Samenleven makes use of a community centre for Friday prayers. The con-
struction of a real mosque is planned for January 2008.51 The prayer area is at present
informally designated as the Quba mosque. The mosque is now a member of the
UMMAO.
One of the current activities of Harmonieus Samenleven is providing facilities for
Friday prayers. People attending the Friday prayers comprise of Moroccans, Egyptians,
Somalis and Turks. The prayer area can accommodate a maximum of 100 worshippers.
Primarily Moroccans participate in the activities which the foundation organizes. The
board of Harmonieus Samenleven comprises of seven persons with a Moroccan back-
ground, from both first and second generations. There are also eight volunteers active
in organizing events with both a Moroccan and a Dutch character. The activities are
funded through donations from the Muslim community, personal contributions and a
subsidy from the city district of Slotervaart.
Islamic Centre of Amsterdam West Foundation and Ekmel Study Centre
The Islamic Centre of Amsterdam West Foundation (SICAW) is a Turkish mosque
organization that is a part of the Stichting Islamitisch Centrum Nederland (SICN)52
(Islamic Centre of the Netherlands Foundation). In 1997, SICAW started using a
former primary school as a mosque. Between 1997 and 2000, in addition to activities
such as the teaching of Arabic, the Quran and religious lessons, homework assistance
was also provided. But this was not helping young people enough. As a result, it was
then decided in 2000 to establish the Ekmel Study Centre.
The objective of the Ekmel Study Centre is to support and improve the school results
of young people in secondary education and senior secondary vocational education.
They identify ‘gaps’ between the parents and child with respect to school. The parents
usually do not know the Dutch school system well enough. Since they do not always
know what homework their child has been given, they also do not know whether or
not it is being done. However, Ekmel does not seek to replace the parents, but rather
to involve them.
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At present, 80 boys live inside Ekmel, which also has about 300 external pupils each
year including some from group 8 (aged 11 and 12), who are preparing to take the
Cito exam (the final test for primary education), and some from the secondary education
examination classes, who are preparing for their exams. Girls are given homework assist-
ance in the weekend at the women’s section of SICAW, which operates independently
from Ekmel. There are plans by the board of SICAW to start a study centre for girls
as well, but a suitable location has not yet been found. Ekmel organizes 80% of its activi-
ties inside the mosque building, but religious activities are not included. SICAW
organizes religious activities for young people, men and women. There is also a small
shop, a barber and a restaurant located at the mosque.
Ekmel has three board members, a policy employee, seven ID employees (social
project employees funded by the local government) and 15 Turkish male volunteers
with a higher professional and university education, who provide homework assistance.
When pupils have problems, they can go to an in-house counsellor. The study centre is
funded through donations from the Muslim community, personal contributions from
parents, and funds and subsidies from the city district of Slotervaart.
Organizational Activities
The activities that the foundations organize fall into a number of categories. Under the
category of religious activities fall the religious instructions, Arabic and Quran lessons
for children and adults. Educational activities include Dutch language lessons for
adults, homework assistance for children in primary and secondary school, language
support for primary schoolchildren, computer lessons for adults and museum visits.
Social activities include information meetings and inter-religious meetings. Infor-
mation meetings focus on developments in Dutch society, such as the new health insur-
ance system that took effect in January 2006. Information meetings have been held at
different organizations with the involvement of a local police officer. And recently the
El Noer foundation organized information meetings focused on childrearing, to which
an expert from the municipal health service was invited. Finally, there are sports activi-
ties: sports and play for children, football for children, and aerobics and swimming
lessons for adults.
Developments within the Organizations
A description of the organizations studied and the activities they provide gives little under-
standing of the developments within the organizations, which is necessary for a compre-
hensive analysis from a civil society perspective. We see four important aspects in the
developments of the mosques and their affiliated organizations: the role of women and
the role of young people; the relation between the management board and their constitu-
ency; and the relation between the city district and the organizations. The first three
aspects can be seen as internal developments and the last mentioned can be typified as a
process in relation to the local opportunity structure in Amsterdam society.
The Role of Women
Muslim women may not formally be imams in the mosque, but they are almost always
active within mosque organizations. In the congregations of immigrants in Houston,
Texas that Ebaugh and Chafetz53 have studied, it seems that women almost never
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occupy a position of leadership. They are active giving lessons to children and young
people, providing social services, and involved in missionary work.54 In many (religious)
immigrant organizations in the Netherlands, women do not occupy positions on
boards.55 In the mosque organizations studied in Slotervaart, Amsterdam, there are
differences in the positions that women occupy. In the Moroccan places of worship
and their affiliated foundations, women are not a part of the formal council structures.
The same is true for the councils of Turkish places of worship. Yet the board of El
Noer, the affiliated foundation of the Sounat mosque, consists entirely of women.
In both the Turkish mosque organizations, separate departments for women are active
within the mosque. Women have the possibility and freedom to develop and run their
own activities for women and children. The women also have access to a hodja (a
female “imam,” who gives religious lessons and advice). In Moroccan organizations,
other developments are underway. There are women active within the mosque and in
the mosque-affiliated organizations, but the mosque councils consist entirely of men
who coordinate these activities. There are no separate departments for women within
the mosque.
Another remarkable point is the fact that women are very active within the three organ-
izations studied, more active thanmen.56 The activities that are organized predominantly
have female participants. For instance, at the ISCC on the four mornings during which
there are activities for women—Dutch language lessons, Arabic lessons and sewing
lessons—approximately 60 women attend each time. The men do not attend Arabic
lessons, but only Dutch language lessons on three evenings a week. There are approxi-
mately ten participants each time.
At two of the organizations, women took the initiative of organizing activities inde-
pendently because they were dissatisfied with the way things were going. They com-
plained about the all-male management of the activities provided. A Moroccan
woman, who tried for years to organize more activities for women, was opposed by
the mosque council. In her opinion, the mosque can do much more to promote the
emancipation and integration of Muslim women. In the end, she set up her own
women’s organization, Nisa for Nisa. This organization wants to help isolated
women integrate and participate in society and, in the end, mobilize them. The foun-
dation is completely independent and does not collaborate with the mosque. There are
women who attend the mosque and participate in activities at Nisa for Nisa too. A
similar conflict took place within the mosque that Ebaugh and Chafetz studied.57
The women in this mosque saw no benefit to a women’s group sponsored by the
mosque because, in their view, the men want them to be submissive and they are
not allowed to take any initiative or make decisions. As a result, they established an
independent organization that provides social services to Muslim women. Subjects
are addressed that the men in the mosque simply do not want to discuss.58 At the
Turkish mosque Sounat in Slotervaart some three years ago, a “conflict” arose
between the male department (Almohammedia) and female department (El Noer).
Up until 2002, the men maintained all contacts with the city district and applied for
a subsidy to fund the activities for the women. The subsidy application did not go
well because, according to the women, the men did not take the required paperwork
seriously. In the end, the women took matters into their own hands and took over
the organization from the men. The women now organize the activities, keep their
own records and maintain their own contact with the city district. The women at
the Sounat mosque are now more active than the men, who currently are not partici-
pating in any socially oriented activities.
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The Role of Young People
All mosque organizations in Slotervaart have concerns about their “youth”. These
concerns pertain to school performance, as well as to criminality and radicalization.
The ISCC, Harmonieus Samenleven and El Noer have developed activities focused
on children and young people aged 12 to 16. These activities include homework assist-
ance, language support and sports and play. The Ekmel Study Centre is different in this
respect because all activities are geared towards young people and education. Ekmel is
also a foundation that consists entirely of young people. The board of SICAW took
the initiative of establishing Ekmel, but over time has transferred the organization in
to the hands of young people in the second generation. The volunteers that provide
homework assistance at Ekmel largely volunteer on their own initiative. Often these
volunteers are young people who were once enrolled in a similar study centre.
TheMoroccan foundations would like to reach out more to young people for activities
and volunteer work, but are finding it difficult to do so. If young people are active, they
are often given tasks such as translating the Friday sermon into Dutch and organizing
activities for young people, but they are not given any management responsibilities.
The obstacles to having young people move into management functions are, according
to the boards of the mosques: a lack of time and money among young people, the delicate
and responsible nature of leadership which is not appropriate for young people, and the
lack of recruitment; and according to the young people, the obstacles are the “power-
hungry” attitude of the established mosque managers,59 differences in organization
culture perspectives between older and young people, and the failure of the city district
to set priorities.60
The El Noer foundation also has no activities for young people under 25, with the
exception of aerobics. It has submitted a subsidy proposal to the Slotervaart city district
to provide English homework assistance to young people in secondary education. But the
volunteers of the foundation have noticed that girls under 25 are involved in other kinds
of things and have no desire to participate in the activities of the foundation.
Because of these developments around young people, Moroccan youth, between 16
and 25 in particular, virtually take no part in the mosque organizations. For the religious
activities they depend on what is offered at the mosques in Slotervaart, where little
thought is given to young people, or at mosques in other districts of the city where
more attention is given to young people, such as the Badr and Ettaouhid mosque (a
Salafi mosque) in the Amsterdam city districts of Bos and Lommer. For recreational
activities, young people can turn to the Opportuna foundation in Slotervaart. Girls are
increasingly finding their way to the Nisa foundation because this organization has dis-
covered that little is being offered to girls and is trying to fill the gap.
Management Board and the Constituency
The boards of Ekmel and El Noer operate more independently from the constituency of
their respective mosques than the management boards of ISCC and Harmonieus
Samenleven.61 The boards of the Turkish mosque-affiliated self-help organizations
have a stronger position of authority. This is less true of the Moroccan mosque organiz-
ations, where the boards have little support and some decisions cannot be implemented.
Although the mosques are foundations, they often function as associations with respect
to the appointment of new council members. Council members and volunteers say that
everyone who pays a contribution to the mosque wants to have a voice in the mosque.
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This can lead to conflicts. At the El Oumma Islamia mosque this led to the dismissal of
an imam and the cancellation of planned activities for young people at the mosque.
In the relationship between the mosque council and the constituency, there is another
point involved. Council members come to know about problems among the constituency
which they think need to be tackled. They see problems, for instance, in the area of
schooling, family life and criminality. But because these are taboo subjects, the problems
are difficult to tackle—problems such as abuse, for instance. Mosque councils and vol-
unteers will help when someone approaches them, but will seldom take the initiative
of approaching someone in the constituency concerning a problem. Even the imam in
his Friday sermon can only talk about such things in general terms, according to the
ISCC chairman.
The councils of mosques and boards of mosque-affiliated foundations are linked with
each other in all of the discussed organizations. This is because the mosque-affiliated
foundations of three organizations were established by the mosque. There are family
and friendship ties between the respective council members and board members. In
the case of the El Noer foundation and the Ekmel study centre, the boards operate inde-
pendently from the mosque councils. Activities are sometimes discussed and the mosque
councils also give advice to the affiliated foundations. On the board of the Harmonieus
Samenleven foundation sit four people who are engaged with the practical side of the
prayer area, such as membership records and maintenance and cleaning of the prayer
area. The other four people on the board focus on educational, social and sports activi-
ties. Soon a new board will be established which will focus on the construction of the
Quba mosque. The current chairman of Harmonieus Samenleven also wants to serve
on the board of the Quba mosque. The El Oumma Islamia mosque and ISCC are also
linked with one another because the chairman of the ISCC is also the spokesperson
for the mosque, simply because he is the only one on the two boards who speaks
Dutch well enough. Officially the councils of the mosques and the boards of the affiliated
foundations are separate from each other, but in practice there is overlap.
Support from the City District of Slotervaart
The city district of Slotervaart subsidizes the activities of the four mosque-affiliated foun-
dations. Through a well-considered subsidization of the activities of self-help organizations
and professional social work, it wants to provide a broad-ranging collection of socio-
cultural, recreational and social participation activities. It does not subsidize organizations,
but only supports activities.62 The foundations affiliated with mosques are treated in the
same manner as other self-help organizations in the city district. These foundations are
considered to be vitally important because they have substantial support in the Muslim
community and can organize activities in a way that appeals to this community.
For the organization of the activities, the foundations depend on the subsidies to a
large degree. The foundations primarily organize activities that the city district subsi-
dises, with the exception of religious activities. Only the Ekmel study centre does not
depend on the subsidy it receives from the city district to fund its activities, because it
also receives personal contributions from the parents of students and appeals to charities
for funding.
This demonstrates what other authors call the importance of the political structure of
opportunity for (immigrant) self-help organizations.63 There is an interaction that takes
place between the manner in which the political system responds to self-help
organizations and the response of self-help organizations themselves. Immigrants in
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the Netherlands are often addressed by the government in terms of nationality and
ethnicity. Immigrants also often organize themselves on this basis.64 The government
likes to communicate with immigrant organizations because it gives it a contact
through which it can reach the entire community.65 In the city district of Slotervaart,
the foundations affiliated with mosques function as a contact point for the city district.
The city district, for its part, thinks that these organizations are able to activate their com-
munities by organizing activities in a way, and at a location, which is familiar to them. To
activate these organizations, the city district organizes meetings with the boards a few times
a year to discuss local policy, problems concerning young people, women’s issues, edu-
cation, criminality, etc. This linking function creates a contact point and a network to
solve conflicts and organize festivals, discussions and other neighbourhood activities.66
The political structure of opportunity is less important to Muslims and their religious
organizations, according to Rijkschroeff en Duyvedak.67 The attitude of governments is
less relevant to Islam. This is possibly because it is a relatively public religion.68 This is
certainly true for the mosques in the city district. They will continue to be a place of
prayer and a location for religious education regardless of the attitude of the city district.
But without a subsidy, the mosque-affiliated foundations will disappear in the long term
due to the low socio-economic position of the community they appeal to, who cannot
fund these activities themselves, and due to the lack of support from this community
for some of the activities. How the organizations develop also depends on the availability
of volunteers who want to commit their time and energy to the mosque-affiliated
foundations.
The Functions of Mosques: Religious or Social?
According to the boards of the mosque-affiliated foundations, in addition to being places
of prayer and religious gathering, mosques also have a social function. The religious and
social functions are complementary. Problems which occur in the community have to be
addressed. The foundation boards think that the mosques have an important role to play
in such instances because they can reach a large group of people. People that do not
always find their way to professional institutions do find their way to the mosque.
The families of women sometimes want them to participate in activities only at the
mosque because it is known to be a safe environment. For this reason, mosques in the
Netherlands have both a religious and a social function. This is in contrast to the
countries of origin, where the mosques primarily have a religious function. The board
members of the mosque-affiliated foundations find nothing strange about combining
these functions. They take it for granted. They comment that, even without these
activities, the mosque still functions as a meeting place where people help each other
and seek and provide advice on the problems that they face in Dutch society.
For immigrants, citizenship has been transformed, in practice, into integration. Inte-
gration proved to be an emotionally charged term during the interviews. Still the board
members were able to point to a number of things all concerned with integration: having
a knowledge of the Dutch language and of Dutch values and social standards, respecting
Dutch laws and participating in society (through work, activities or volunteer work).
Integration can be accomplished successfully through the mosque-affiliated organiz-
ations because integrating in society does not mean that you have to leave your faith,
traditions and culture behind. Islam provides inspiration for being active for and in
society. Examples of this which were mentioned include: being good to your neighbours
(neighbourhood), work is valued higher than doing nothing and, as a Muslim, you are
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obliged to give something in return for the ‘ground’ on which you live. Citizenship is
therefore seen as being active in society through work or other activities. Volunteers
within the organizations studied try to get their community socially involved through
activities and exchange of information.
The social function of the mosques takes its shape in the social and community sub-
jects touched on in the sermon during Friday prayers and in the mosque-affiliated
foundations and their activities. At some mosques, such as the ISCC, there is a visible
tension between the differing views of what the function of a mosque should be. A
small section of the community thinks that the mosque should only be a place for
prayer and not for social activities. Due to the complicated relationship between the
mosque council, the mosque-affiliated foundation and the community, the council is
sometimes thwarted from developing the social function of the mosque.69 Activities of
a non-religious nature, according to the council members, can be best organized by
mosque-affiliated foundations and not by the mosque itself.
Conclusion
In this article, a picture is drawn of four mosques and the affiliated foundations in the
civil society of the Amsterdam city district of Slotervaart. The mosques and their
affiliated foundations have both a bridging function and a bonding function to fulfil.
The bridging function of the mosques and foundations is expressed as part of the
social and community subjects that are discussed in the sermon on Friday and the
social and educational activities that are organized. But the bridging function also
operates informally, since people in the mosques help each other and provide advice
on problems which they confront in Dutch society. The organizations also have a
strong bonding function. They are active at the district level and focus on their own
religious community in the neighbourhood. But their orientation is primarily geared
towards the Netherlands, less towards the countries of origin. Mosques and their
affiliated foundations have both a religious and a social function, according to the
mosques councils and foundation boards. These cannot be addressed independently.
The boards and councils see it as their responsibility to tackle problems. The commu-
nity’s involvement in, and feeling of responsibility for, problems is, in part, dictated by
Islam. But many problems are known indeed but not visible to the councils due to the
taboo surrounding subjects such as abuse and negligence.
The organizations find themselves in an environment in which they must function and
within which they try to shape their social responsibility. There are developments and
changes afoot both internally and externally. Internally some organizations are con-
fronted with a lack of volunteers; with a lack of professionalism; with the difficulty of
reaching young people; with persons from the community, including women, who do
not agree with their policies and who take over their own part of the organization or
who even split off and start their own organization. External developments which the
organizations are confronted with include the image and the expectations which the
city district has of the organizations. Other developments include the changing political
relationships within the city district of Slotervaart, as a result of which there is less money
available for the activities of self-help organizations than there was a number of years ago.
In this contested area, in which the organizations find themselves, the dynamic char-
acter of civil society is evident. Like other volunteer organizations, these organizations
are continuously changing. Within all of these developments and changes the organiz-
ations try to carry out their social function. This does not always go smoothly, there
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are a lot of changes and even conflicts, but the board members and volunteers are con-
vinced that mosques, in addition to their religious function, have a responsibility to help
solve the problems confronted by their community in Dutch society. They try to build a
bridge to Dutch society by appealing to the community from the perspective of their
bonding function.
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acting. See, Martijn de Koning, “Institutionale grenzen” (Institutional boundaries), op. cit.
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